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Abstract

Continuous media communication requires timely delivery of
data such asdigital video and audio packets. Quality of Service
(QOS) parameters specify the temporal and spatiul character-

istic of such continuous media data. To insure timely detivery

of continuous media data the system needs to minimize the

communication delay by securing required processor and net-

work resources. We have extended the Capacity-B asedSession

Reservation Protocol(CBSRP), which was proposed for realizi-

ng predictable real-time communications, to support dynamic

control of QOS. We have implemented a QOS control scheme

by which the network dynamically adjusts the allocation of net-

work bandwidth on a Fiber Distributed Data Interface(FDDI)

network.

In this papez we describe the definition of our QOS modeL

the extension of CBSRP to support dynamic control of QOS,

and the implementation and evaluation of extended CBSRP in

our distributed systems testbed, Advanced Real-Time System

(ARTS).

setcountersectionO

1. Introduction

Many modem workstations are equipped with special-

ized hardware capable of producing digital audio and

displaying high resolution graphics. One of the current
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trends in multimedia computing is toward incorporating

full motion digital video and audio into applications.

We call these multimedia data communication as con-

tinuous media communication. In a conceptual model,

each data such as a video frame and voice packet must

be presented in a continuous fashion at the destination

site. A communication network must be able to deliver

the continuous media data timely fashion so that the sys-

tem will not produce any observable jittering effect. We

view such a continuous data stream as a sequence of data

with its timing constraints attached to eaeh data item. If

each data item has the same deadline, we call it periodic

data stream; otherwise we catl aperiodic data stream.

For instance, we can define real-time video and audio

data as aperiodic data stream and on-line desktop slide

presentation as an aperiodic data stream.

Quality of Services (QOS) in continuous media can

be expressed in terms of temporal and spatial resolu-
tion. The temporal resolution is the frame rate or period
of the data. When a sequence of continuous media is
collected at a microphone or a video camera, the tem-
poral resolution corresponds to the sampling rate. The
spatial resolution is associated with the data size or com-
pression ratio. The temporal and spatial characteristics
of the periodic and aperiodic data streams are mostly ap-
plication dependent. However, some generalization can
be drawn by observing some continuous media applica-
tions. Large volume data are produced and sampled at
high rate.

A running continuous media applications, such as full
motion video, can occupy significant bandwidth of the
computer resource. For example, a movie quality pic-
tures are generated 30 frames per second. A single

640x480 of uncompressed video frame can easily take

up to 900KB ytes. At this rate, over 26 Megabytes of the

pictures must be processed within the 33 millisecond

deadline. Although some compression schemes such

as JPEG[20], MPEG[7], and px64[10] been suggested
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to reduce the data size, high quality video frames are
usually too large for a conventional local area network
environment.

For isochronous application such as interactive
video/teleconferencing, end-to-end delay has to be
bounded and any observable jittering effect should
be avoided. Because of these temporal and spatial
constraints, continuous media communication remains Figure 1: Spatial Resolution of video image

within “window of scarcity’’[l] and thus requires spe-
cial resource management. This is further complicated
by the fact that the system resources, which includes :%,
network bandwidth, processor execution time, and com-
munication buffers are shared among many other tasks
in the system. M

In order to overcome such spatird and temporal con-
strains of continuous media communication, a few
transport protocols such as ST II (Stream Protocol
11)[5], SRP (Session Reservation Protocol)[l], and fast ~:
lightweight transport protocols, VMTP (Versatile Mes-
sage Transaction Protocol)[2], XTP (Express Transport Figure 2: Temporal Resolution video image
Protocol) [14], have been proposed. In general, we can
divide these protocols into two classes: reservation- and
nm-reservation-based protocols. The ST II md SRP fore should be adaptable to accommodate various user’s
protocols reserve the necessary set of system resources ~S rqukemenK
such as processor execution time, buffers, and network
bandwidth, before transmitting any data. A similar re- in CBSRP, the user can create quality of service

source reservation model, a real-time channel, has been classes which specifies acceptable QOS parameters as

proposed for a wide area network environment[6]. The a discrete function of resource load. The allocation of

reservation of such resources requires significant oper- these parameters may be changed dynamically. When a

sting system and network supports. VMTP and XTP, on new request for creating a session comes in, if the system

the other hand, the data items are transferred best-effort resources are rdready exhausted, some current sessions

basis and without any resource reservation. However, may be forced to degrade their QOS parameters to their

no guarantee on the end-to-end delay or jitter bound for minimum quality in order to accommodate the new ses-

a session can be made. sion. The minimum quality of a session is guaranteed

We have developed, CBSRP, Capacity-Based Session
once the session is created.

Reservation Protocol (CBSRP)[3] in order to provide This system has been implemented and demonstrated

guaranteed end-to-end delivery of data through resource using a distributed systems testbed, ARTS[17] with an
reservation in a local areanetwork environment. CBSRF’ FDDI network. In this paper>we describe dynamic Qos
differs from ST-II and SRP in its capability of changing control using CBSRP in ARTS with an FDDI network.
quality of service (QOS) parameters of a session dy- In Section 2, we tint introduce our model of QOS and

namicatly. Each unidirectional communication entity discuss a simple specification of QOS and how to control

for continuous media is catled a session. CBSRP de- QOS in continuous m~a communi~on” We men
termines whether or not a session can be created which describe aParticular implementation of CBS~ in ARTS
meets the user’s requested QOS parameters. If the mini- with FDDI in Section 3. In Section 4, we show the basic

mum QOS specification can be met, the session is estab- evaluation results of the CBSRPprotocol, the conclusion

lished. Quality of service is guaranteed unless a shortage ad the fut~e work me mentioned in fJ@on 6.
of resources is caused by the introduction of more urgent
system tasks.

User demands can be flexible. For example, Some
users accept only high quality video, while others are

z. Quality of Service
satisfied with lower quality when the system capacity
cannot accommodate them otherwise. Some users allow
service degradation as long as a specified and agreed In this section, we define QOS in continuous media and
upon minimum quality is guaranteed. The system there- describe how QOS is controlled in our model.
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2.1. Motivation

Quality of services in continuous media can be expressed
in terms of temporal and spatial resolution. Figure 1
shows an example of a difference in spatial resolution for
the same video image. A higher spatial resolution carries
more accurate data per frame. Temporal resolution, on
the other hand, provides a closer sequential match with
the original image or data. Figure 2 demonstrates art
example of such differences in the same video stream.

These parameters determine the quality of service.
For a sender and receiver of continuous media, these pa-
rameters are as important as other characteristics which
are common to all communications such as end-to-end
delay, message order, and reliable delivery of messages.
Since user demands can be very flexible, the specifica-
tion of QOS should be able to providing a variable range
of QOS values. The dynamic control of these QOS pa-
rameters is also important to adjust a user’s demands
based on the availability of system resources.

2.2. A Simplified Specification

The user’s requested value for temporal and spatial reso-
lutioncan be quantizedin afinitenumberof QOS classes.
Each quality class is a discrete setting of temporal and
spatial resolution. We can list classes in a monotonically
increasing order based on their system resource require-
ments. While there may be many such combinations,
we usually need only a few classes. These classes spec-
ify the gradual degradation of service when the system
can no longer guarantee resources for high quality ser-
vice. We denote CW and CSP:as the class of temporal
resolution and spatiat resolution, respectively. A higher
order of Cm could be assigned to high-quality video
service, while a lower order Cm might be assigned to a
monitorings ystem.

For digital video services, the user may choose among
period of 1,2,3,5,10,15, or 30 frames per second (fps).
For digital audio, the number of classes are based on the
sampling rate of the audio device. In video applications,
the simplest implementation of C,Prallocates the number
of bits per pixel in proportion to the class, i.e., 8 bits per
pixel (bpp) in class 1, 16bpp in class 2, 24bpp in class 3
and so on.

A more sophisticated implementation might first ma-
nipulate the image by some signal processing technique.
The discrete cosine transform(DCT)[4] is a commonly
used method that has been incorporated in the MPEG.
Different classes of resolution will result from allocat-
ing more DCT coefficients to higher level classes. p x 64
video coding can also utilize CSP1with enough classes,
In audio applications, for example, where the lowest
class is assigned to telephone service and the highest
class handles compact disc quality sound, the C=Ptcan

be selected in the same way.
The QOS parameters which the user should pass to

the system are

●inimum C$P;, ●aximum CsPt,
wres[MAXJWTl ,
●inimum CW, ●maximum CW,
.t_res[MAX_TMP],
.Importance,

●llowable end-to-end delay, and
●maximum packet loss rate.

MAXJWT and MAX-TMP are respectively, the number
of classes for the spatial and temporal resolution defined
in the system. Let sms and t~es be the data size of each
CsP~per one period, and the sampling rate of each CW.
The value of Importance parameter indicates the order
of importance among sessions and is used for deciding
CsPtand CW according to the CBSRP described in the
next section. We will focus on how CSptand Cm are
decided.

rl r2 r3 r4

temporal resolution

Figure 3: Determination of Resolution

2.3. Control Mechanism

CSP,and CW play a key role both for deciding the initial
QOS and to ensure that the minimum requirements are
maintained while the session lasts.

At session creation, the discrete temporal and spatial
values for the data transmission are specified in two ar-
rays, sms[] and Lresfl. A combination of temporal and
spatial values defines a system resource requirement for
the session. Let Dwe, andRW., denote the s-res[C.PJ and

the tms[CWl, respectively. Higher capacity is required
for a higher product of I&, RMer. Therefore admissible
CSPIand Cm are determined corresponding to the user’s
requesting parameters and the capacity of the system.
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Figure 3 shows how C.Pt and CW are decided. The
product k = DMe,Rwe, corresponds to the system ca-
pacity line in the graph. When tns[maximum C@]
=r4, tmx[minimum CW] = r2, sm3s[maximum C.Ptl
= d4, and, s~es[CsPJ = d2, the pair of t~es[CW] and
s~es[C.PJ may be chosen to be any point on or inside
the rectangle ACEC’ (i.e., point A, B, C, D, E, B’, C’,
D’, and C’?, Since more than one points can be on the
same line, DMJL., = k, there is no unique way to de-
cide the admissible point. The region on the upper right
of the system capacity line indicates higher system ca-
pacity. Region on the lower left of the capacity line are
of lower capacity. If the returned class is higher than
the minimum class, then the session is said to be in an
excess class. The user can choose temporal-resolution-
tirst (TN?), spatial-resolution-first (SRF), or some hy-
brid combination of both.

During the session, the C,P,and Cm may be changed
dynamically along the grid if there are shortages of avail-
able system resources. A session in an excess class can
be forced to reduce its C.Pt or C@ when the capacity
of the system is exhausted and a request for creating a
more important session occurs. However, the minimum
class E in Figure 3 is guaranteed to be ensured. A user
who desires only the maximum CSPrand CW must set the

same value to both the minimum class and the maximum
class in each parameter.

3. System Support for QOS

In this section, we will describe how to support QOS in
ARTS with an FDDI network utilizing CBSRP.

3.1* Capacity-Based Session Reservation

Protocol

CBSRP is designed to minimize variance of delay for
stable continuous media communication in a local area
network. CBSRP provides guaranteed performance by
reserving buffers, processor, and network bandwidth es-
sential for bounded end-to-end communication session,
In addition, resource management keeps track of system
resource allocation so that no shortage of resom will
occur. By predlocating system resources to the time
critical activities, we can bound the worst case exeeu-
tion time by removing extra delay and overhead caused
by resource contention. CBSRP also allows the dynamic
mode change of a session to a higher or lower QOS class
in response to the resource requirement of critical tasks.
The quality of service which drops during shortage of
resources, will be restored to its original class when the
system resources become available again.

A real-time session is a unidirectional communication
path between a sender and a receiver with guaranteed

performance. The sender uses an established red-time
session and delivers data to a remote receiver object.
Each session has a unique session identifier and is reg-
istered at both sender and receiver.

Periodic real-time sessions can be distinguished by
the periodic interarrival of data to the receiver. In gen-
eral, messages are delivered through several domainsl
before reaching the receivec the sender’s protocol pro-
cessing domain, the network domain, and the receiver’s
protocol processing domain. In order to finish delivery
within abounded delay, processing and delivery at each
domain must be met by individual deadlines and the
sum of which must be less than or equal to the expected
end-to-end delay. If processing within each domain is
schedulable, the total delay of end-to-end communica-
tion is bounded. We use the deadline monotonic model
[9] based on the period and worst case execution time
for the schedulabilty check. If a task is schedulable
under the deadline monotonic policy, ita deadline or de-
lay bound within a scheduling domain can be met (see
Section 3.5).

3.2. ARTS and I?DDI

ARTS is a distributed real-time operating system being
developed at CMU[17, 18]. The objective of ARTS
is to develop and verify advanced real-time computing
technologies. In ARTS, the basic computational entity
is represented as an object[12]. Each object is capable
of creating real-time or non-real-time threads which are
explicitly specified with their timing attributes. A real-
time thread can be a periodic or aperiodic thread based
on the nature of its activity.

Priority Inversions[16] occur when high priority task
blocks while a low priority task is allowed to execute.
Priority inversion is common in the time-sharing systems
which may result in non predictable system behavior.
Communication scheduling delay often encounter more
serious priority inversion problems since the protocol
modules are multi-layered. ARTS minimize priority
inversions within the system and provide foundation for
creating predictable real-time sessions[l 8].

FDDI is a 100 Mbps fiber optics token ring network
supported by ARTS. FDDI provides two types of opera-
tion synchronous mode and asynchronous mode. Since
the transmission of synchronous frames take precedence
over asynchronous trafEc, this allows separation of time
critical communication from the non-time-criticat traf-
fic. Station can reserve synchronous allocation to
transmit frames in the synchronous mode. With syn-
chronous service, access time can be bounded while the
total synchronous transmission time is equal to or less

lHeE we ~S~ a Wm “drjmain” for indicating a “dmdd-
ing’’domain as well as a “resource allocation” domain.
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than target token rotation timer(TTRT) minus the over-
head. In [15], Sevcik and Johnson proved that when
the network operates normally, the token rotation time
between two consecutive visits to a node is bounded by
2*~T.

FDDI is suitable for real-time communication since it
can separate real-time traffic from non-real-time traffic
by using the synchronous mode. The synchronous mode
traffic is invariant from the non-real-time, asynchronous
mode traflic. FDDI could also support the QOS control
mentioned above, since it can maintain the synchronous
allocation time for each node.

3.3. QOS Conversion

Selecting a reasonable set of QOS parameters for CBSRP
is a very important problem. There is no unique way to
deliver a set of appropriate parameters for continuous
media applications. The QOS parameters described in
Section 2.2 were selected in such a way that we could
map these parameters into a reasonable set of processor
and memory resource related information and lower-
level protocol attributes in the system.

For example, QOS conversion from agiven frame rate
to a periodic transmission of a FDDI frame was com-
puted as follows. The period of the user’s video frame
stream, PM,,, which is equal to 1/R_user, and the period
of media access control(MAC) PMAC are not always the
same. Therefore a per-period data size in MAC, DMAC

should be recalculated based on Pw~~, and Dw~~. When
FDDI is used, since the maximum length of one frame
is 4500 Bytes, fragmentation may be necessary. Each
fragmented packet needs DP,oc(i.e., 56 bytes), a header,

and a trailer for protocol processing. Therefore the max-
imum data size for user data Dwgr should not be more
than 4500 bytes – Dproc.

Once DMAC is calculated, the user’s requesting ca-
pacity Dw,,/Pw., can be ordered in a one-dimensional
measurement of DMAC. ThUS the pair of Cr~ and Cpti
is convertti to a one-dimensional CkiSSCSaion. C.=wn

and DMAC are used for dynamic QOS control.

3.4. Session Operations

Session creation may be initiated by either the sender or
the receiver. Upon invocation, the local session manager
reserves the required resources and forward the request
to the remote session manager. A session is successfully
established only if the required resource are reserved at

both sites.

To conform with CBSRP, the sender and the receiver

use the library functions briefly described as follows.

rval=Session.Create(sessionid, mpid, session, abo~ relax)

rval=Session.Close(sessionid)

rval=SessionReconfig(sessiooid)

ulong *sessionid,

PID *mpi~ p monitor thread pid */

struct sessiondsc *session;

int *atxr@
int *rela;

typedef struct sessionxtsc {-.
ulong

OID
OID
......
ulong

......

u~hort

U short

ulong

ushort

u~hort

ulong

ushort

ushort

......

} SMDSC;

spid, F session i~ if known”/

spxoid, p remotes. mgr oid */

spservid, P sender id *J

sp-deadtine; p suggested deadline”/

maxsxes; ~ the maximum C.pt */
mimsres; J* the minimum C.pt */
sxes[MAXSPTl ;
max-t-res; p the maximum C~ */

min-txes; /* the minimum Cm */
t~es[MAX-TMP] ;

presentsxes; /* present C~pt*I
presenUxes; /* present C- *I

To create a session, the user specify the host as a set
of quality of service parameters. The quality of ser-
vice parameters specify a range of temporal and spatial
combinations which cover the minimum class up to the
most desirable excess class. The temporal and spatial
constraints can be specified either in a pair of minimum-
maximum value or an array of fixed values. The session
specification is stored as a session entity record at both
the local and the remote host.

3.5. Session and Resource Management

Session Manager

CBSRP is implemented with the following servers: Ses-
sion Manager(SM), System Resource Manager(SRM),
and Network Resource Manager(NRM). SM handles
creation, termination, and reconfiguration requests from
the users and negotiations with the remote SM. NRM
and SRM handles admission control and resource man-
agement.

SM, SRM,andNRMarekemel objects. SM and SRM
at each host handle all session requests to and from their
host. The interactions between a sender, a receiver,
SM, and NRM are shown in Figure 6. SRM provides
Buffer-Cheek and Schedulability-Check services and

reports the availability of processor resources to SM

upon request.
The functions of SM are describcxi in pseudo code
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r’
* Body of Session Manager

*I
while(1) {

if(Accept(objecL message, &paraml) < O) continue;

else {

switch(message){

case Session-Create:
Calculate C$=n and its DMAC;
Buffer.Checlc

Schedulability.Checlq

Request(remote3M, SessionJ20nnecG &param);

breti,

case Session-Close:

Deallocllesource;

Request(remoteAM, SessionAbon &param);

brea&

case Session-Connect
Buffer-Chec~

Schedulability_Ckc~

Request(NRM, NetworkAdd, &param~

if(there is any session whose class should be reduced)

Request(sendez Network.Change, &param~

Include acquired c-w. in returning values;

bre~

case SessionAbort

DeallocXesource;

breti,

case SessionReconfig:

Calculate C8WWR,and its DMAC;
Buffer-Chcc~

SchedulabiMy-Checlc

Request(remoteSM. SessionRecalc, &param);

L3rek,

case SessionRecalc:

Buffer-Chec~

Schedulability_Chec~

Request(sendeG Capacity-Change, &psmwn~

breti,

case Network-Change:

Request(sendq Capacity-Change, &psxam~

brealq

}
Reply(objecL &rval~

}}

P
* Body of Network Resource Manager

*I
while(1) {

if(Accept(objecL message, &paraml) < O) continue;

else {

switch(message){

case NetworkAdd:
class = Max-lass;

while( class>= MinAass ){

if( BWICISSS] + UsedIIW < Max_BW ){

UsedBW += BW[class];

Reply(objecL &claas~

}
else class --;

}
Left-Capacity = MaxBW - UsedEW,

snum = Q

while( Leftl!apacity < BW[MinAaSs] ){

s_id[snum] = PoplSessionJ3xcess;

if( Importance[sid[smum]] > Importance ){

Reply(objecL &FAIL~

}
Left-Capacity += Excess13W[sid[snum]];

smum+ti

}
Used13W += BWIMinSIWs] – Le.fLCapaciY,

for( i=@ icsmurn, i++){

if( objec~sid] o object ){

Request( hostisid], Network-Change, &param);

}
else{

Include sid in rval

}

}
Reply(objecL &rval~

brealq

case NetworkRelease:
UsedBW -= BW[chMs];

Reply(objecL &rval~

breti,

}

}}

Figure 5: Bandwidth Control in NRM
Figure 4: SM Operations
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in Figure 4, The invocation received by Acceptz is

processed according to the type of the operation. Ses-

sion.Create, Sessiort.Close, and SessionReconfig use

a simple synchronous protocol. ‘Ihe resources are re-
served using a gmdy algorithm. As soon as the local
system resources are checked and reserved, SM issues
to Session-Connect, SessionAbort, or SessionRecalc

operation to the remote host. A session operation is suc-
cessful if and only if operations at both local and remote
hosts are successful. The state of a session will be re-
stored to its previous state if the request cannot be met.

Session Create—
Session Close
Session~Reconfig Capacit

1
Change

b~;i~=dl
Network Add

//
Network–Release—

a

Network_Change

NRM

Figure 6: Session Invocations

In order to prevent transient overload in the system,
SRM evatuate the schedulability of the task set before
creating a new periodic task, aperiodic server, or real-
time session, The schedulability test determines the max-
imum delay bound in the protocol processing domain
which can be met. If the task is not schedulable because
of overload or unable to meet its deadline, the schedula-
bility test will reject the request, and make SM reduce its
QOS class or initiate a negotiation for more resources.

The Session Manager and Network Resource Man-
ager use Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)[18] for
remote invocation. RTP provides reliable, prioritized
processing of messages. Because session management
does not require guaranttxxl performance, remote in-

vocations are delivered on a the best effort basis on a
non-red-time channel. Non-real-time traffic is sent via
FDDI asynchronous service.

Continuous media communication needs a light pro-
tocol with high throughput rather than a reliable proto-

2Re~u~~t, &~@ md Reply are object ktV0CZ3tiCXIPfiitives h

ARTS. Objeets invoke the operation of tbe other object and send data
as part of he invocation.

3A ~EedY ~gori~ ~~eg tie 10CSIIybest choice that looks ~st at

the moment snd hope it would lead to an optimal solution in the future
By applying greedy reservation, the system attempts to eliminate jitters
caused resource contention in the futnre.

CO1which provides retransmission. The User Datagram
Protocol(UDP)[13] with FDDI synchronous service is
thus selected with performance guaranteed by the estab-
lished session through CBSRP.

Schedulability Test

We consider a set of periodic task, rl,..., r. lists in prior-
ity order. Each task is characterized by thn% components
(C., T.,lln) where

Ci = deterministic computation time of job T
Ti = period of ~i
Di = deadline of q

Lehoczky have derived schedttlability test for a gener-
alized fixed priority scheduling policy based on the worst
case phasing[8]. At the critical instance[l 1] where all
tasks are initiated at same time, all tasks experience the
worst response time. For the fixed priority scheduling, if
the schedulability test for the critical instant is satisfied,
then the task set is schedulable.

For the case where the task’s deadline is less than or
~u~ to the period, Di < Ti, the schedulability test of r~
under the deadline monotononic scheduling policy can
be simplified to the following.

(1)

where the summation of ~1 to r~- 1 include rdl tasks
of higher priority and C: is the sum of execution time
from the same priority tasks. This quantity gives the
total cumulative processor demands made by all jobs

Tl>nl . . . . Tm_ 1 and the samepriority level task rm during
the time [OD~].

3.6. Network Resource Management

Network Admission Control

NRM maintains network resources through the network
admission control and the network bandwidth enforce-
ment. The admission control defines a policy of adtnit-
ting a new reservation request based on the type of the
network, traftic patterns, and presently established ses-
sions. The new request is only admitted if the network
capacity are available to create the new session without
affecting others. The network bandwidth enforcement
mechanism monitors the traftic flow into a network and
present network allocation.

After receiving the request, NRM tries to assign the
highestpossible of QOS class from the available network
bandwidth. We define

● CiJZ the execution time needed to transmit all the

data of node i, session j
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. DiJ: the network deadline of node i, session j Used_BW is the synchronous bandwidth consumedly
all sessions and max_BW is the maximum synchronous

. Li~: the worst case gap between issuing. the ~st bandwidth. EXCWSJ3W[sid] is the difference between
and the last packet to the network Of node L session Bw[presentC.=bn]and BW[minimum cs~tin] of a ses-

J sion sid, Pop&ssionExcess function returns a ses-

In order to create a session, the following criteria must sion ID from a priority queue of ascending order which

be mec First, the sum of synchronous allocation must maintains the information on sessions on their excess

be less then TTRT minus a, the transmission overhead. Chs”

a

E SAi < lTRT – u, (2) 3.7. Example of QOS Control
i=l

Second, base on Sevcik and Johnson’s derivation, the
minimum network deadline of a session must be at least
twice of ‘ITRT.

Dij ~ 2. TTRT (3]

In the case of fragmented delivery which breaks data
into several packets, the last packet must be delivered at
least 2*TTRT before the deadline of the node.

Dij > LiJ + 2. TTRT (4)

Third, the synchronous allocation of a node must be
able to transmit the packets from all the sessionsat least
2*lTRT before the deadline. We assume that all syn-
chronous frames are queued in a FIFO order the FDDI
interface unit. In order to guarantee all the deliveries,
the network deadline of a node must be set to the mini-
mum network deadline, Di,m.. among the all outstanding
sessions. ThUS SAi must & all~ted base on Di,w...

The following synchronous allocation formula must be
satisfied for SAi for the worst case assumption where all
sessions send packets within ‘ITRT.

nn “

Given Cii, Lij, and lTRT at node i, we can determine
whether all sessions can be admitted, and assign the
new SAi. If unused network bandwidth cannot meet the
requirement, NRM searchetsfor a less important session
which is operating in its excess class. NRM then forces
these sessions to give up their excess allocation. The
Network_Change message is sent by NRM to the SM
whose session is forced to reduce its C$e~iO~.

Network Bandwidth Control

Figure 7 shows a scenario where a session creation re-
sults in renegotiation of resource allocation due to in-
adequate network bandwidth. (RQ) and (I@ stand for
a request and a reply, respectively. A user (receiver2)
at node 1 issues a Session.Create request to its local
SM. After successfully reserving its local resources, the
local SM issues a Session-Connect request to establish
a session. After the remote SM services the request
and successfully reserves ita local resources, it sends a
request to NRM to reserve network bandwidth. If the
NRM decides that there is not enough bandwidth avail-
able, NRM chooses the lowest priority session (senderl)
among outstanding sessions and force it to degrade its
quality of service with Network-Change request. If the
service can be degraded, a request success acknowledg-
ment will be sent back to NRM and ffom NRM to SM at
node Z session establishment will be sent to receiverl.
If any step of the reservation fails, the resources will be
freed and the request will be rejected.

Nodel Node 2 Node 3 Node 4

r.c.iv*r2 W SM wRM SM sender 1

Figure 7: Sequence of Session Creation with QOS Re-
duction

4. Results
NRM’s network bandwidth management is shown in
Figure 5. In this figure, BW[class], MaxAlass, In this section, we compare two cases with and with-
Mindass, and Importance correspond to C_~. class, out the network resource manager and show how spa-
the maximum Cs.shn, the minimum Cs~h~, and the Im- tial resolution is controlled at the network. The inter-
portance of the requesting session respectively. These frame time of arriving frames is measured using three
values are sent from SM during NetworkAdd requests. SONY NEWS-1720 workstations(25 MHz MC68030)
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U #renegotiations o\ 1 21

n Session_Create I 90.2 ms I 118.5 ms I 146.5 ms H

Importance = 10.

Session-Connect 74.6 ms 102.6 ms 131.0 ms I

Figure 8: Session Creation and Negotiation Cost

Figure 9: Session Operation Cost

with an FDDI-adapterboard SONY IKX-378(AMD SU-
PERNET Chip set), and a timer board. Workstation are
used to send or receive periodic data, or generate back-
ground traffic. The timer consists of several counter
TI’L IC’S with an accurate clock on the timer board. We

used it for our timing measurements on a NEWS-1720
through a VME-bus backplane. This timer enabled us to
measure the interframe times with the resolution of lps.

Basic Session Operation Cost

Figure 8 lists the cost of each the session manager’s
operation with no background traftics. The cost of Ses-
sion_Create includes the cost of buffer check, schedu-
lability test, processor resource reservation, and waiting
forremoteresource reservation. Session.Connect’s cost
includes testing, local resource reservation and, request
to NRM. Numbers of renegotiations shows how many
established session are forced to reduce their classes by
NRM, The cost of session creation depends on number of

negotiation. For each additional renegotiation increases

the session creation time by approximately 28 ms.
Figure 9 shows the cost of session termination and

reconfiguration. Session-Close and SessionAbort free
their network bandwidth and processor resources alloca-
tion. The cost of SessionReconfig and Se.ssionRecalc

include the cost of degrading its QOS class.

Spatial Resolution Control

To simulate a traffic of continuous media, two sessions,
S1 and S2, are created. In each session, the temporal
resolution is fixed and only CJPt can be controlled by the

session managers in order to verify the functions of the

managers. The requesting parameters of these sessions

are

maximum C~pt = 2, minimum Cspt = O,
sxes[O] = 8KBytes,

s~es[l] = 16KBytes,

s~es[2] = 24KBytes,

maximum C~ = minimum Cm = O,

t~es[O] = l/(30msec), and

To determine the effect of network bandwidth allocation,
four cases are compared.

●Case 1 No background t.raftic
●Case 2 With background traftic 1 without NRM
.Case 3 With background traffic 1 with NRM
●Case 4 With background traffic 2 with NRM

The requesting parameters of the background traffic 1
are

maximum CSPt = O, minimum CJPf = O,

sJes[O] = 104KBytes,

maximum C~ = minimum Cm = O,

t~es[O] = l/(lOmsec), and

Importance =5,

while the requesting parameters of the background traffic
2 are

maximum Cspt = 1, minimum C~pt = O,

sxes[O] = 64KBytes,

s~es[l] = 104KBytes,

maximum C~ = minimum Cm = O,

t~es[O] = l/(lOmsec), and

Importance = 12.

A background traflic is generated by the periodic in-
vocation of frames with a dummy destination address.
The dummy frames are generated before the traffic is ini-
tiated to avoid any overhead of protocol processing. For
those four cases, the arriving times of FDDI frames were
measured at the receiving host. The background traftic
is generated first and then other sessions are created.

We set the requesting parameters to vatues which will
clearly show the difference of each case. ‘ITRT value
is set to 15msec and Max13 W is set to 27.5msec which
corresponds to 343750 bytes( = 100Mbps/8(bits/byte) *
27 .5msec ). The values of Importance are chosen to
compare the case in which Importance of S1 or S2 is
higher than that of the background traftic, and the oppo-
site case. Since D-is set to 4096 bytes, DMAC of S1or
S2at C,= = O, 1, and 2 are 8304 bytes, 16608 bytes and
24912 bytes, respectively. DMAc of the background traf-
fic 1 and the background traffic 2 at C,a = 1 are 323856
bytes and 199296 bytes, respectively.

Time O is the time the first frame is received at the

receiving host. In Figure 10 through Figure 12, 0 in-

dicates the arriving of a 4K-byte S1 frame and ❑ in-
dicates the arriving of a 4K-byte S2 frame. S1 data
and Sz data are correctly delivered every 30msec in
Case 1. However in Case 2, due to the heavy traf-
fic, in excess of the network’s capacity, the data are no
long delivered every 30msec and the delay increases.
This is validated by 323856+ 2 x 24912> 343750.
When the NRM is working, Case 3, both S1 and S2 are
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Figure 11: Timing of receiving fizunes for Case 2

reduced in class, the transmission of both being able
to continue every 30msec. The selection of classes
are ensured by 323856 + 2 x 8304 < 343750 and
323856 +8304 + 16608>343750. In Case 4, the NRM
suppressesthe class of background traflic so that S1and
SZ are able to continue transmission at the maximum
class level. The following condition is also ensurd,
199296 +2 X 24912<343750.

This example demonstrate the dynamic control of spa-
tial resolution by the NRM. It is important to note that
defining spatiat and temporal resolution is meaningful
only when the system supports the control of the resolu-
tion.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated that the combination of classes
of QOS parameters and a dynamic QOS control scheme

.
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Figure 12: Timing of receiving frames for Case 3
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Figure 13: Timing of receiving frames for Case 4

can facilitate flexible and predictable continuous media
transmission in an FDDI network. CBSRP was also
effective mechanism for realizing the proposed scheme.
While this paper only evaluated dynamic QOS changes
with respect to network bandwidth, it is also extensible
to other system resources such as processor cycles and
system buffers.

Similar to SRP,CBSRP can guarantee a bounded end-
to-end delivery service through system resource reserva-
tion. However, while SRP requires a static performance
parameter for opening a real-time stream and reserving
system resources, CBSRP allows arangeof QOS param-
eters which permit service quality to be degraded grace-
fully and later restored as resource availability varies,

Further evaluation and comparison of TRF, SRF, or
hybrid combinations of the two policies must be investi-
gated. We plan to evaluate CBSRP on our RT-Mach[19]
platform using the XTP protocol. We will also con-
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tinue to investigate dynamic control of Q()$ with video [14]

compression and the effect of delay vs. QOS for the

continuous media communications. [15]
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